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            Abstract
Cells contain hundreds of organelles and macromolecular assemblies. Obtaining a complete understanding of their intricate organization requires the nanometre-level, three-dimensional reconstruction of whole cells, which is only feasible with robust and scalable automatic methods. Here, to support the development of such methods, we annotated up to 35 different cellular organelle classesâ€”ranging from endoplasmic reticulum to microtubules to ribosomesâ€”in diverse sample volumes from multiple cell types imaged at a near-isotropic resolution of 4â€‰nm per voxel with focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM)1. We trained deep learning architectures to segment these structures in 4â€‰nm and 8â€‰nm per voxel FIB-SEM volumes, validated their performance and showed that automatic reconstructions can be used to directly quantify previously inaccessible metrics including spatial interactions between cellular components. We also show that such reconstructions can be used to automatically register light and electron microscopy images for correlative studies. We have created an open data and open-source web repository, â€˜OpenOrganelleâ€™, to share the data, computer code and trained models, which will enable scientists everywhere to query and further improve automatic reconstruction of these datasets.
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                    Fig. 1: Training data and machine learning.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Network evaluations and refined predictions.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Analysis and biological insight.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Scaling predictions and CLEM auto-registration.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Organelle classification.
Examples of each class used for training input from multiple datasets. Organelles were manually identified using morphological features established in the literature. A description of each class can be found in theÂ Supplementary Methods. Scale bars are 100â€‰nm.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Class frequencies and holdout block.
a, 37 different classes are used to classify all intracellular structures. These classes are combined into 35, potentially overlapping semantic categories (seeÂ Supplementary Methods, Extended Data Fig. 1). Classes in bold depict these super classes. As an example, the ER object class is expanded in the subpanel. In green are classes that are predicted jointly by type â€˜manyâ€™ networks. Denoted with a dot are the super classes, with a few additional classes, used in the type â€˜fewâ€™ networks. The type â€˜allâ€™ networks train jointly on all 35 classes. b, Annotated volume according to datasets. Reported are the percentage of the total cell that is annotated. c, d, 3D rendering of thresholded predictions (c) and ground truth (d) in a 4â€‰Î¼m Ã— 4â€‰Î¼m Ã— 4â€‰Î¼m holdout block in jrc_hela-3. Shown are the nucleus (magenta), plasma membrane (grey), ER and NE (green), mitochondria (orange), vesicles (red), lysosomes (yellow), endosomes (blue), and microtubules (white).
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 3 Network evaluations and refined predictions.
a, Validation and test performance measured by F1 score for thresholded predictions on holdout blocks from four datasets. Manual validation refers to F1 score of inferences with settings optimized manually on the whole dataset. Labels sorted by average test score. b, Comparison of networks using different multi-class strategies. Each data point represents the F1 score (test performance) on a holdout block with the colour denoting the multi-class strategy (â€˜allâ€™/â€™manyâ€™/â€™fewâ€™). c, 3D rendering of refined predictions for each dataset. Classes shown are plasma membrane (grey), ER (green), mitochondria (orange), nucleus (purple), endosomal system (blue), and vesicles (red).
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 4 Evaluation metrics and comparison of manual and automatic hyperparameter tuning.
a, F1 scores on holdout blocks from four datasets comparing manual and automatic hyperparameter tuning. Data includes all results we collected using the manual comparison of thresholded predictions on whole cells, i.e., comparisons across iterations only as well as comparisons across the best iterations of different network types. For automatic validation scores equivalent queries were made against the database. b, F1 scores on holdout regions from four datasets comparing F1 score and Mean False Distance as the metric used for hyperparameter tuning. Data points are equivalent to those from a.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 5 Effect of prediction refinements on evaluation metrics.
aâ€“c, F1 score (a), precision (b) and recall (c) on holdout blocks from four datasets before (raw) and after (refined) refinements described in theÂ Supplementary Methods. Network type and iterations represented here are listed in Supplementary Table 1 and are optimized manually with a bias towards potential improvement through the refinement process.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 6 Mitochondria overmerging corrections.
a, Whole cell, 3D rendering of mitochondria in jrc_hela-2 segmented using naive connected component analysis method. Scale bar is 4â€‰Î¼m. b, FIB-SEM and raw mitochondria predictions thresholded at 127 (dâ€‰=â€‰0â€‰nm) for the boxed region in (a), shown for one 2D slice. c, Naive connected component segmentation of mitochondria for the region in (a), performed on smoothed, thresholded predictions at 127 and followed by size filtering and hole-filling. d, To alleviate overmerging of mitochondria, we smooth the predictions and perform watershed segmentation on all voxels greater than or equal to 127. Shown are the resultant watershed fragments. e, To create the improved mitochondria segmentations, we agglomerate adjacent fragments in d based on parameters that best optimize the resultant segmentations, as chosen by an expert user. f, Final whole-cell rendering of corrected mitochondria predictions. Scale bar is 4â€‰Î¼m.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Microtubule refinement.
a, 3D renderings of the ground truth (red) and reconstructed microtubules (cyan) in a selected 2â€‰Î¼m cube test block on jrc_hela-2. Note the close correlation between ground-truth-based versus automatically reconstructed microtubules. b, Comparison of the accuracy of MT reconstruction after refinement for four different cells, measured over two densely traced 2â€‰Î¼m cubes for each dataset. Accuracy is measured on individual edges, where an edge is correct if the edge connects two reconstruction vertices that are matched to the same ground truth microtubule track. c, d, Comparison of the baseline microtubule refinement and the method described in Eckstein et al.28. Shown is the accuracy in terms of topological errors on full tracks (c) and precision and recall on individual edges (d). Each column shows the accuracy of both methods, acquired via 6-fold cross validation over 4 ground truth annotation blocks, where we used two blocks for validation and the remaining two for testing for each run. Numbers above each column in (c) are the median value of the 6 cross-validation runs. eâ€“g, 2D FIB-SEM slice with ground truth and reconstructed microtubules in the plane, 3D renderings of the ground truth (red) and reconstructed microtubules (cyan) in selected 2â€‰Î¼m cube test blocks on jrc_hela-3 (e), jrc_jurkat-1 (f) and jrc_macrophage-3 (g). Plots show the topological errors normalized by ground-truth microtubule cable length for each cell respectively. See Supplementary Table 4 for a complete listing of evaluation results. Standard box plots are used showing the minima and maxima (whiskers), outliers (points), the first and third quartile (box), and median (line). For each dataset nâ€‰=â€‰4 samples over 6 experiments in 1 cell.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 8 Measurements in holdout regions.
a, b, Surface area (a) and volume (b) deviations from the ground truth for sample organelles in the holdout regions. Analysis was performed on both raw predictions thresholded at 127 (dark shade), and refined predictions (light shade). To get some sense of reliability, we divide each holdout region in half in 3 dimensions resulting in 6 regions. The measurements within these 6 regions are shown (circles), as well as the measurements for the entire holdout region (bar).
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 9 Analysis and biological insight.
a, Relative volume occupied by each predicted organelle, per cell. MT volume only shown for jrc_hela-2. b, ER predictions in jrc_macrophage-2. Left panel is a 2D FIB-SEM slice with overlaid ER predictions in green, the middle panel shows a 3D rendering of the ER predictions, and the right panel shows the ER medial surface partitioned into planar and tubular structures and corresponding tubule thicknesses (colour bar). Scale bar is 500â€‰nm. c, ER predictions in jrc_hela-2. Left panel is a 2D FIB-SEM slice with overlaid ER predictions in green and mitochondria predictions in orange (bottom), the middle panel shows a 3D rendering of the ER predictions and mitochondria predictions (bottom), and the right panel shows the ER medial surface partitioned into planes and tubes along with tubule thicknesses (colour bar). Also shown in the bottom right panel are the contact site regions (blue) where ER and mitochondria are within 10â€‰nm of each other. Scale bars are 500â€‰nm. d, Quantification of the peripheral ER curvature and surface area compared between jrc_hela-2 and jrc_macrophage-2. e, Quantification of the peripheral ER curvature at contact sites between peripheral ER and mitochondria, for jrc_hela-2 and jrc_macrophage-2.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 10 Organelle contact sites, planarity and skeletons.
a, ER (reconstructed, green) and mitochondria (orange) dense regions of jrc_hela-2 chosen for comparison, with 2D FIB-SEM slice also displayed. b, 2D FIB-SEM slice shown in a displays ER predictions (green), mitochondria predictions (orange), naive contact sites (magenta) and refined contact sites (blue), which are subsets of the naive contact sites. Scale bar is 1â€‰Î¼m. c, 3D rendering of mitochondria (orange) and simple contact sites (magenta). d, 3D rendering of mitochondria (orange) and refined contact sites (blue). e, 3D rendering of refined ER segmentation in an example region of jrc_hela-2. Scale bar is 200â€‰nm. f, Medial surface (black) produced from iterative topological thinning of the ER segmentation (grey). Scale bar is 200â€‰nm. g, A planar metric (colour) is calculated for each voxel in the medial surface based on the ERâ€™s Hessian matrix eigenvalues at that voxel; higher values correspond to more planar regions. Scale bar is 200â€‰nm. h, The planarity metric medial surface in (c) is used to reconstruct a curvature-labelled ER which is thresholded at 0.6, above which voxels are considered planes (blue) and below which voxels are considered non-planar (red). Scale bar is 200â€‰nm. i, Topological thinning is used to produce skeletons. Shown is a 3D rendering of an example mitochondria (grey), skeleton (red), pruned skeleton (blue), and longest shortest path (green) from jrc_hela-2. Scale bar is 1â€‰Î¼m. j, Unpruned skeleton used as a starting point. Scale bar is 1â€‰Î¼m. k, Repetitive pruning produced a final skeleton such that no remaining branch was shorter than 80â€‰nm. Scale bar is 1â€‰Î¼m. l, Mitochondrial length and average radius were calculated using the longest shortest path within the pruned skeleton. Scale bar is 1â€‰Î¼m. SeeÂ Supplementary Methods for in depth description.


Extended Data Fig. 11 Scaling predictions and CLEM auto-registration.
a, Comparison of networks trained with 4â€‰nm and simulated 8â€‰nm raw data of all samples. Each data point represents the F1 score (test performance) on one of the four holdout blocks, similar to Fig. 2b. b, Qualitative comparison of automated and manual registration for the region marked with the dashed box in c. PALM images show ER (magenta) and mitochondria (green). Landmarks were placed at corresponding points in the ER light channel and ER predictions of the electron microscopy image that were not used for automatic registration. This unbiased measurement enables us to measure errors in an unbiased way, with respect to the true underlying transformation, not only the "part" of the transformation that can be inferred from the mitochondria membrane channel. White glyphs show human-human error (vertical) and human-automatic error (horizontal). Scale bar is 2â€‰Î¼m. c, A single slice of the Jacobian determinant map for the transformation registering electron microscopy to PALM for jrc_cos7-11. Red (blue) indicates local increase (decrease) in volume. Dotted area shows the approximate location of cells. Scale bar is 10â€‰Î¼m. d, Histogram of Jacobian determinant over the whole volume. e, Error map showing differences for automatic registrations using PALM or SIM as the target image. Dotted area shows the approximate location of cells. Scale bar is 10â€‰Î¼m. f, Histogram of PALM versus SIM errors over the area where a cell is present (white dotted line in e). All statistics from a single cell in a single dataset as specified.
Source data
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Supplementary Video 1
FIB-SEM, training data, and predictions. Showcase of the processing pipeline, using jrc_hela-2 as an example. We begin with the electron microscopy data. Then skilled annotators classify every voxel within a volume; shown here are 15 of these training blocks. These segmentations are fed into machine learning algorithms as training data. The prediction outputs from these algorithms are refined. Once the predicted, whole-cell segmentations are achieved, quantitative analytics of subcellular distributions, interactions, sizes and morphologies can be acquired as shown in Supplementary Video 2.


Supplementary Video 2
Three analysis examples. Three analysis examples in jrc_hela-2. The first example is from Fig. 3a, a microtubule contacting multiple different organelles. The second example is from Extended Data Fig. 9b, displaying the relationship between ER morphology and mitochondria contact sites. The third example is from Fig. 3c, showing the distribution of ribosomes bound to the ER.


Supplementary Video 3
CLEM registration. FIB-SEM and correlative light microscopy automatically registered using whole-cell mitochondria membrane predictions. Displayed are PALM images of mitochondria membrane marker Halo/JF525-TOMM20 and ER luminal marker mEmerald-ER3, predictions for mitochondria membrane and ER, as well as the corresponding (8 nm Ã— 8 nm Ã— 8 nm) FIB-SEM. A â€˜warpingâ€™ from affine-only to the full-deformable transformation is also shown.
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